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Mainland Comment
Well, that has been an unpleasant winter, best spent behind glass, and surrounded
by stimulating company, reading, watching and listening. Club events tended
towards the gastronomic, at least in the Southern Region, but the Northern Region
held a most successful Derby Day at Colin Gray’s Colgray Motors, and we include
reports of these events.
As the days lengthen and buds begin to promise the coming of Spring, our
thoughts turn to the Club events planned, and to meeting members and their cars.
The major event in the near future is the First Light Rally, now fully subscribed, with two entries from Overseas members. It leaves Tauranga after lunch
on 1 ovem er, and finishing with two nights in apier on and 5 ovem er.
Here is Peter Morelli’s photograph of the Anglican church at Raukokore.
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Speaking of longer days, this magazine is being published two weeks early, as the editorial team makes the traipse to Europe to seek the shorter days, see its
son, meet friends, see new sights and attend events. We are due back just in time
to pack the T Type for the journey around East Cape.
COVER
R Type Continental, chassis BC61C, photographed by John King at
Greenhill. Bentley’s Director of Design mentions this design onPage 25.
NEXT MAGAZINE
Deadline for receipt of all material for Issue 17- 6 is 22 November
NZR-R&BC Issue 17-5

The First Light Tour is fully subscribed now, with thirty cars and crews participating. In case a late entry is possible, contact Peter
Morelli at pnam@ihug.co.nz or (09) 575 9351 and 021 676 278.

Dick Neill is part of the team in Gisborne that has been
working hard to build a hangar to house the interesting collection of aeroplanes and artefacts they have
accumulated.
While the First Light Tour is at Gisborne on the
night of 3 November, the Gisborne enthusiasts have
put together a programme for Saturday morning, 4
November. Dick writes, “At last count we will have
a Harvard, a Yak, a Percival Gull, the Gipsy Moth
(similar to Jean Batten’s which was used in the TV
movie, “Jean)”, our own Tiger Moth and Auster – plus
a Spitfire which will o er ights at $3,500 a time.
“We will also have a live demo run of an Allison fighter aircraft engine and a static display of one
of the radials from our DC3, fully restored. You can
also go for a ight in our simulator, which features
the cockpit of our DC3 and all the Gisborne scenery,
including oung ic s ead and the har our, and will “ta e o and land” with all the sounds.
“We suggest you leave your hotel after your breakfast at around 9, make your way down the main street to the airport, and join
the pilots and us for morning tea at 10, when you will be welcomed by our Mayor. We believe you are keen to get away at around 11,
and you might wish your passengers to participate in a taste of some good Gisborne wines, since you are not in town for very long.”

Club Members’ Advertisements
FOR SALE: ROLLS-ROYCE SILVER CLOUD III, chassis SCZ113, 94,500
miles indicated. Registration FV1082 on hold. Previously owned by Phil Warren,
former Deputy Mayor of Auckland, and concert promoter. The story has it that Phil
purchased the Rolls Royce after a Jose Feliciano concert he promoted, and then had
“Jose” sign written on the boot lid. In a private collection since 2006, it has been
started on occasions but never used on the road, so is in need of some TLC. There
is rust in the sills under the doors and rear wheel arches, and what I have been advised are humidity bubbles in the paint. Wood trim on the doors has been removed
for re-varnishing, and the front seats have been re upholstered but not the backs,
and they do not match. It starts and does not blow smoke or rattle; it drives, but
stopping is exciting, and brake work is required. From a deceased estate, we are
seeking expressions of interest. In Auckland. Phone Marcel Facoory 021 545 355
WANTED TO BUY: BENTLEY 4½ LITRE 1920s
-1930s. I am also keen to buy other interesting Bentleys
and Rolls-Royces and also other classic and collectible
European marques. Please call Max Fletcher 021 996 986
FOR SALE: 1990 Bentley Continental
Corniche Convertible, Brooklands green, brown mohair
hood. Mint condition, full log books. 3 owners 60,000 km
Phone Ian Walton (09) 946 0664 or 021 022 02362
FOR SALE: 2004 ROLLS ROYCE PHANTOM: I have owned this lovely car since 2011 and
very much enjoyed it. Rolls Royce, under new ownership, have certainly not lost any quality,
and even Jeremy Clarkson said when he tested one of these that it is the best car in the world.
Rather than my listing many of the wonderful features why not give me a call or text, and I can
tal to you a out them I can o er a really nice financing pac age if needed, and could trade a
vehicle for Club Members as I would like to see it go to a good home. Call Ian Hoggard (Club
member since 1972) 0274752713.
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We Welcome the Following New Members
Glenn and Christine Miller
125 Hoeka Road
RD4, Hamilton 3284
Phones (07) 829 5637 and 021 312 881
E-mail gmillernz@gmail.com
Bentley Continental Convertible
Registration HTH 151

Rodney and Shirley Chang
P.O. Box 1241
Whangarei 0140
Phones (09) 436 5990 and 021 974 199
E-mail rodneychang1@gmail.com
2016 Bentley Continental GTV8 Coupé
Chassis SCBFN63W0GC055543
Registration JZQ 147

Peter and Rita Taylor
100 Godden Crescent
Mission Bay,
Auckland 1071
Phone 021 956 776
E-mail ptaylor icefireltd.com
2015 Bentley Continental GTV8S
Chassis SCBFE863W2FC047989
Registration JCQ 254

From Our Roving Reporter

Our correspondent Phillip McKinnon is just obscuring Cary Grant’s image on the screen at the Hollywood Museum as he is having the
daylights scared out of him by Grace Kelly as she drives them in her Sunbeam Alpine along the Corniche during the 1955 Alfred Hitchcoc lm To Catch a Thie
Cary Grant’s ong wheelbase ilver Cloud 3, chassis
C
, can be seen
The Hollywood Museum is at 1660 N Highland Ave, Hollywood, CA 90028, in the Art Deco style building, originally the headquarters of
the Max Factor Company, and built in 1912.

Northern Region Report
Rodney Hutchison’s Report and Photographs of Derby Day 13 August

well stoc ed wor shop, with, rom le t, B 6

Sunday 13 August was Derby Day at Colin Gray’s a.k.a. Colgray
Motors.
Derby Day? Not a reference to one of the grander horse racing
events, but to Rolls-Royce history. Henry Royce’s earliest cars
were built in Manchester, but about 110 years ago his enterprise,
newly merged with the Honourable Charles Rolls’s company,
moved to Derby. That remained the headquarters of the car-manufacturing wing of the Rolls-Royce Company, until the “shadow
factory” at Crewe was uilt to diversify e orts during the Second
World War.
Colin and Janie very kindly hosted our high-tech delve
into the magical workings on the Derby era cars.
What was intended as a discussion/meeting on Derby
built motors did, I fear, turn into a session on the Derby Bentleys,
of which we had four present, spanning the full range of their production cycle. The earliest was Simon Longuet iggins s 193
3½ litre drop-head, chassis B160AH, recently purchased from
Clynt Inns in Christchurch, closely followed by my 1934 3½ litre saloon, chassis B 87 BL. At the other end of the cycle were
James and Susan ir er s 193
litre saloon, chassis B193L ,
and Berwic Taylor s 1939
litre overdrive, chassis B1 5
.
Coincidentally, all four cars sported Park Ward coachwork. These
were on show in Colin’s workshop, with Simon’s put on the hoist
so that we could all admire the intricacies (complexities?) of the
chassis, still resplendent and clean from Clynt’s immaculate restoration.
B193LE is of special interest. It was the only Derby
Bentley to be delivered new to a New Zealand customer, Archibald Scott, in October 1938. It was the sixth but last car built before
the changes – overdrive gearbox, changed rear axle ratio, smaller
1 inch wheels, and some engine modifications – of the “ R” and
“
” series of a out one hundred cars each. Splendidly original,
it has covered a comparatively low number of miles, and has been
cherished y each of only a out five owners.
To ensure that we had a balance of motors, Don and Carol Creswell brought their 1937 Rolls-Royce 25/30 Freestone &
Webb limousine, chassis GRO55 across from Thames, and were
accompanied by Richard and Lois Green’s 1930 20/25 Park Ward
saloon, chassis
S5. These rounded o a great display of these
5
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Just as well that Rodney used a fast shutter speed, as B160AH
may never look as pristine as this again.

splendid Derby Era cars.
The passers-by on a quiet Sunday morning must have
been quite intrigued by the line-up, because the yard also contained a veritable gathering of later models as well, belonging to
NZR-R&BC Issue 17-5

Our Chairman, Don Cresswell, shows the engine of his 25/30, chassis GRO55, to Michael Midgley and Richard Green

came along, but more than ably assisted by Colin and Janie, so
those who did not want to talk about carburettors, oiling systems,
overdrives and petrol pumps could retire in comfort to more general discussions.
And then, as everyone was heading home, we had the
final challenge of the day – which er y could deposit the least
oil on Colin s pristine oor. Su ce it to say, all four left a good
collection of ‘calling cards’, with Colin having to do a mop up
behind us.
Our thanks go to Colin and Janie for making us welcome
at Colgray Motors, and providing a superb venue for the event,,
and to Peter and Simon for organising it. And also to all of those
members who came along, contributed to brunch, and made for a
great morning.

Berwick Taylor demonstrates to James Kirker how to make sure
that the left hand knows what the right hand is doing.

the thirty-odd members who came along.
As part of the proceedings Simon, our illustrious Northern Region Chairman, gave a brief background on the Derby Bentleys and how they came to be, a spawning out of a Rolls-Royce
small car project. While the small Rolls-Royce never came to
fruition, it did give rise to an excellent lightweight chassis, which
is the underpinning of the Bentley ‘Silent Sports Car’ which we
like so much (maybe I am just a bit biased!). It was then over to
the members to poke, prod and examine the cars (and the owners)
to learn some of the finer details.
While the morning was intended as a ‘technical meeting’, it very quickly morphed into a ‘social meeting’ as well. We
had a sumptuous morning tea / brunch courtesy of all those who
6

What a pretty car the Derby Bentley is! The Park Ward coachwork
on B 3 E is the third iteration rom the original 34 design,
with the Continental body on B 6
being the ourth, and last,
generation.
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Southern Region Report - Dinner at Madam Woo’s

David Thomson

OK, we pride ourselves that we are a motoring club, ready to blat towards a distant horizon, but it is pleasant to sit down with our friends
from the Clu , and actually tal to them, rather than ust wave as we pass.
ur Southern Region Chairman, eo
alls, arranged a
dinner at a popular restaurant in a newly refur ished part of central Christchurch, adam oo s, so eighteen of us en oyed the avours
of this Malaysian restaurant on Thursday 9 August.
This has een a truly awful winter down here, with the average rainfall for the year having already in icted upon us y the
beginning of August. The species of weather selected for our pleasure that evening was thick fog, but the restaurant was warm, and
so was the food. We had arranged for a set menu, and the dishes kept arriving far beyond the anticipated conclusion. Your reporter’s
only criticism was that as the barman’s interpretation of the Plimsoll Line on the glass of expensive house Chardonnay was achieved, a
dribble of wine was left in the bottle. That’s where it remained....
You may have noticed that David Thomson’s image above this account shows a pleasant autumn afternoon, actually at Longbeach during our Annual General Meeting Weekend last April. We had all neglected to pack photographic gear for the evening at
Madam Woo’s, and the images available of our members disporting themselves at past events inevitably include expressions liable to
get an editor run out of town, with or without the optional tar and feathers.

Another Derby Day Long Ago

Willis Brown took these lovely photographs of Ian Maxwell-Stewart’s 3½ litre Gurney Nutting tourer, chassis B127BL, in Kelburn, Wellington, in the early 6 s The car was delivered to the Countess o arwic in ctober 34, and came here in
t eatures on
Page 2 o Johnnie Green’s Bentley
ears o the ar ue Dalton atson 6
r a well- tewart was a colour ul character, and the three Bentleys he owned have since belonged to members of our club, as well as one of his Rileys.
7
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The Phantom IV - “for Royalty and Heads of State”
by David Marshall-Martin, reprinted with permission from “Praeclærvm”

Above: 4AF2: The rst Phantom
The ollowing is ta en rom artin Bennett’s boo
t the time o building the rst Phantom
chassis 4 2, it was the only one being built, and there was no certainty that there would be any more t was, there ore, hand-built
at the Clan oundry, Belper, near the Derby wor s Built under the code-name Nabha,’ 4 2 was tted with enclosed limousine
coachwork by HJ Mulliner & Co Ltd ... the choice of both chassis maker and coachbuilder was, itself, a break with tradition, as Hooper
held the Royal arrant at the time The delivery o 4 2 was accompanied by an announcement that the Phantom
had been
designed to the special order o Their Royal Highnesses, the Princess Eli abeth and the Du e o Edinburgh ’ 4 2 was delivered in
July
s shown above there are two models o chassis 4 2 t was originally painted in alentine Green and registered GP
as it was a private vehicle o Princess Eli abeth TC Classic odels made in China Then, upon her ascension to the throne, the car
was repainted in Royal Claret over Black as it became a regal vehicle (RexToys made in France).

I have written several articles on model cars for the NSW Branch
Magazine, “London & Derby,” and last year my‘Phalanx of Phantoms’ was selected as the most interesting article of general interest, a most appreciated accolade.
Is collecting scale model cars a hobby, passion or compulsion?
Once I got bitten by the model car bug I collected anything and
everything Rolls-Royce and Bentley. However, over the years I
have come to appreciate the detailed miniaturisation of the 1/43
scale, although I do have many models of other scales as well as
some of no particular scale. For those who may not be clear about
the scale of model cars the following is a brief summary: a scale of
1/43 (one to forty-three) means that the model is forty-three times
smaller than the original vehicle. This popular scale most closely
corresponds to the British and European O scale for model trains.
There are many other scales, perhaps the next most popular being
1/24. Other scales are 1/20, 1/18, and much smaller 1/64 and 1/87.
It helps to remember that the larger the ‘denominator,’ the smaller
the model.
In reading about Rolls-Royce motor cars I was always
fascinated by the Phantom IV due to its large size and limited
num ers. y first Phantom I model was y the classic firm, Re
Toys. They made only a few Phantom IV models, all in metal.
Having acquired a couple of Phantom IVs I decided that it would
e great to get all eighteen models as each is of a specific design
and, being so limited, all the details are readily available for each
car. The astute will quickly notice that the number plate for most
ATC Classic Models is the chassis number. In many cases State
and Regal cars did not have number plates, and 4AF4 was registered MMA 562. All ATC Classic Models are made of resin.
Even Wikipedia devotes a complete section to these wonderful vehicles. Interestingly, though, the ‘bible’ of most RollsRoyce enthusiasts, The Rolls-Royce Motor Car and the Bentley
since 1931 by Anthony Bird & Ian Hallows, updated by Brendan
James, has only one small paragraph about the Phantom IV in
Chapter 9 and two and half pages in the technical section.
However, Martin Bennett in his wonderful book RollsRoyce The Post-War Phantoms IV V VI has many excellent photographs of these ‘royal and state cars’ as well as numerous line
8

drawings of actual and proposed designs (more about a proposed
design anon).
So what is the story of the Phantom IV? The general
story is that the Duke of Edinburgh borrowed the Experimental
Department’s Bentley V, Chassis 11-B-V, known as ‘Scalded Cat’
which had a straight eight engine. This was an experimental vehicle being looked at as a replacement for the Wraith which had
replaced the Phantom III before WW II. This vehicle was one of
several known as the ‘Rationalised Range.’ Prince Phillip was
most impressed with this car, and requested that a car be built with
the straight eight engine. Rolls-Royce realised that this had to
be something very special and far larger than the current Silver
Wraith. And the Company was very keen to replace Daimler as
the o cial royal mar ue.
Below, the Phantoms are shown in chassis number order.
owever, it should e noted this does not re ect the actual delivery dates. I hope that this article has been enlightening and entertaining and, if our kind editor permits, perhaps others may follow.

Above: 4AF4: This may come as a shock to Rolls-Royce
a cionados This second Phantom
was a development chassis
and was bodied as a works delivery lorry by Park Ward in October
1950. Apparently it was easily able to travel three times faster
than the commercial vehicle speed limit of 30 MPH. It is quite
an elegant body, but unfortunately was dismantled in 1963 (ATC
Classic Models).
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(Above) 4AF6: It is hard to believe that this very large two-door convertible and the Queen’s car share the same coachbuilder, H.J.
Mulliner. This was built to order for the Shah of Persia. It was delivered in December 1951. This chassis has been destroyed, but
the body does exist on a Phantom III chassis. (ABC Brianza handmade limited edition model built in Italy.

Above: 4AF8 This is an HJ ulliner 6 light saloon without a
division t is not unli e 4 2but has no side mounted spares
Its unusual colour scheme of Orange Biscuit over Royal Blue is
certainly eye-catching t was delivered to the Emir o Kuwait in
September 1951 (ATC Classic Models).

Above: 4AF12: Another Hooper limousine, this car was built for
Ernest Hives, anaging Director o Rolls-Royce when he became
Lord Hives. It is painted dark blue and has no side mounted spare
wheels. Apparently he seldom used the car and it was refurbished
in
3, blue light tted and sold to HRH The Duchess o Kent,
later Princess Marina. It was delivered in July 1951 (RexToys).

Above: 4AF16 lso by HJ ulliner this is a seven-passenger
limousine. This car was delivered in July 1952. This is a RexToys
model and, although metal, it is far less detailed than the resin
model o 4
4
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Above: 4AF10: This time we go back to Hooper for an unusual
limousine for HRH The Duke of Gloucester. This limousine has
dual side mounted spares but they are not covered. The bonnet,
roo and sides are painted in a satin- nish blac with metal studs
in the bonnet. There are valance mounted side lamps and a
sunroof over the rear section. As best I can determine from the
picture in Martin Bennett’s book, the mascot is not a kneeling
pirit o Ecstasy, but a bird’ as appears on this model The car
was delivered in September 1951 (ATC Classic Models).

Above: 4AF14: n HJ ulliner ve-passenger limousine This car
was delivered in June 1952. This ATC Classic Model is far more
detailed with door handles, wing mirrors than the next model.

Above: 4AF20: This extremely handsome limousine sedanca de
ville was built by Hooper for HH Aga Khan III. The model shows
it in its original colour, but it has since been repainted red. It was
delivered in May 1952. (ATC Classic Models).
NZR-R&BC Issue 17-5

Above: 4AF18: This fairly elegant cabriolet is also HJ Mulliner coachwork. An unusual feature is that all four doors are hinged at the
ront rmour-plating would not have been much use in this open car Delivered in arch
2, its rst o cial outing was a victory
parade in July 1952. This ATC Classic Models has a crown symbol in place of a number plate.

Above: 4AF22: The only Phantom
chassis bodied by a
coachbuilder other than Hooper or HJ Mulliner and the last of
the AF series. This cabriolet is by Franay of Paris and was built
for HRH Prince Talal of Saudi Arabia. It has a division, dual sidemounts and agsta s The hand holds are probably to allow
guards to hold on while standing on the running boards.
It was delivered in June 1952. (ATC Classic Models)

Above: 4BP3: This Hooper ‘razor-edge’ touring limousine also
was built at the same time for the coronation of King Faisal. It
was destined for his uncle the Prince Regent Abd al-Ilah. The
rear wheel skirts are made to swing upward, hence the handle
immediately behind the rear door. This car was also delivered at
the same time in March 1953. (ATC Classic Models)
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Above: 4BP1: The rst o the new series, this Hooper touring
limousine was built for the coronation of HM King Faisal II of Iraq,
along with 4BP3 t has a sunroo over the rear section The
picture in Martin Bennett’s book does not show the grab handles
over the rear uarter windows and only one agsta This
car was delivered in March 1953. (ATC Classic Models)

Above: 4BP5: This may be the most amous o all Phantom s
This Hooper landaulette, code named ‘Jubilee,’ was built by
Rolls-Royce for the exclusive use of the British Sovereign.
lthough HRH Princess Eli abeth had purchased the very rst
Phantom , the ueen remained loyal to Daimler Rolls-Royce
hoped that this car would become the royal car and in 1959 it was
purchased by the Queen. This model shows the Saint George
mascot of the Queen and the royal standard. This car was
delivered in ay
4 TC Classic odels
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Above: 4BP7: HRH The Princess Margaret, The Countess of
Snowdon, ordered this HJ Mulliner seven passenger limousine. It
is tted with a glass over the rear compartment and wears the
Pegasus mascot Delivered in July
4, this TC Classic odels
shows the Princess’ number plate P 64
The een eyed will
note that the bumper over-riders are incorrect. They should be the
Silver Cloud style.

Above: 4CS4: Another HJ Mulliner limousine (saloon) for the
Emir o Kuwait He obviously did not li e dar colours This car
has very elegant silver (Snow Shadow) over gold (Golden Beige)
colour scheme. The car was delivered in August 1955. This ATC
Classic Models has the correct bumper over-riders.

Above: 4CS2: The nal o the Phantom
was the C series
The Emir o Kuwait ordered this HJ ulliner si light limousine
(saloon). This is an unusual colour scheme of light green over
dark green. This car was delivered in February 1955. The mascot
has been bro en o this Re Toys model, and the bumper overriders are also incorrect.

Above: 4CS6: The nal Phantom
was this Hooper limousine
ordered by the hah o Persia ran t was tted with a standing’
pirit o Ecstasy t was delivered in ctober
6 This is an TC
Classic Models.

Right: What then is this model? This ‘odd’ car is a RexToys
model, clearly stamped as a Phantom
and labelled on the bo
as belonging to the Emir o Kuwait This vehicle was never built,
but the model is similar to HJ Mulliner design 7252. One assumes
some artistic licence was taken by RexToys to build a model
based on this design although the rear uarter light is a di erent
shape The Emir o Kuwait did not have a sedanca de ville
(or limousine de ville).

More About B193LE (see “Derby Day” report on page 5)

B 3 E was the only Derby Bentley to come to live here when new The si th rom last o the series be ore the verdrive cars too
over in ctober 3 , this Par
ard saloon’s rst owner was rchibald cott, a Christchurch accountant Edgar Ridgen was the
second owner, in 1956; then Rex Frisken in 1961, Brian Cuthbert in the late 1980s, and its current carers, James and Susan Kirker in
1991. Originally painted green, it was re-painted brown in the 1960s, and this beautiful and original Bentley is now black.
11
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Ben a el ’s

Dr Dudley Ben a eld in his 3 litre Bentley, chassis

acing

lu

7, outside his consulting rooms at

impole t,

Peter orelli has his finger on the pulse of atters Bentley, and
has noticed this thriving club of Bentley enthusiasts. It was
founded in 1990 and is dedicated to the continuation of Dr Dudley
Ben afield s ideals of hard wor and play.
e than igel Batchelor for his information and permission to use the club’s images.
Joseph udley Ben afield,
, was orn on
ugust
1887, in Edmonton, London. He attended the University of London and received his MD from University College Hospital in
1912. Specialising in bacteriology, he served in Egypt during The
reat ar, and later used his e pertise com ating the great u
epidemic of 1918-1919.
He had a passion for motorsports, starting with boating,
and kept his thirty foot motor boat, Lumiere, at Folkestone. During
a storm the launch was destroyed etween two moored fishing
oats, and Ben afield, having regularly attended Broo lands racing track, became interested in motor sport, buying a 3 litre Bentley, chassis 997. Bertie Kensington Moir and he became instant
friends when Ben afield too 99 in to the Service epot, where
Moir presided, and, after a drive in a Works car at Brooklands the
next day, he bought it, started competing in races at Brooklands,
and so joined the other wealthy amateur drivers who supplemented the professional employees of Bentley Motors, and became a
“Bentley Boy.”
He competed in the 24 Hours of Le Mans seven times,
and won the event in 1927 with co-driver and fellow “Bentley
Boy” S.C.H. Davis. In the great “White House Crash” their car
was badly damaged, but they made repairs on-the-spot and in the
pits, and won the race.
udley Ben afield s informal dinner parties at his impole St home in the mid 1920s, drew together a nucleus of enthusiasts and drivers who formed the British Racing Drivers’ Club in
1927. He continued racing until 1936, and died in 1957.
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Twelve Years of Passion, or Was it Obsession?
by David Berthon
Reprinted from Præclarvm with thanks to David, and to Editor Tim Dean

Ever since I learnt to drive on a 1910 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost,
I’ve been obsessed with this celebrated collector car. Okay,
so that was nearly 57 years ago, but my enthusiasm for Henry
Royce’s masterpiece is still as strong today as it was back in 1960.
Having just completed a lengthy 12-year restoration on
a 1913 Silver host and ta en it for its first test runs, I m more
than convinced its “Best Car” title back then was most deserving.
I’d owned two vintage Silver Ghosts, a 1920 Cunard-bodied open-drive Limousine, chassis 69TE, and a late-series 1924
Hooper-bodied Landaulette, chassis 125AU, but had always hankered for one of the lighter pre-WW1 sports models that really
established the model, in competition, and in the marketplace.
In my opinion, few cars came close to the sporty London
to Edinburgh Silver Ghost before the Great War. Rolls-Royce
would, of course, have significant success with them in the ustrian lpine Trial of 1913, and later that same year ta e first and
third places in the Spanish Grand Prix, the only Grand Prix ever
undertaken by the upper luxury car maker.
Back in 2001 I was told that the last two un-restored
London to Edinburgh models in Australia, owned by a Melbourne
doctor, were available for sale. Both 1913 models, one was a
three-speed, chassis 2412, and the other a rarer four-speed, chassis
2583.
Just 188 of the sportier London to Edinburgh models
were built, featuring high-compression engines with alloy pistons,
a larger carburettor, two-inch taller radiators, louvred bonnets,
a larger capacity fuel tank, and generally sportier torpedo style
coachwork.
Most came with three-speed gearboxes. However,
around 30 were fitted with four speed gear o es, mainly as a re13

sult of the need for the works team cars in the 1913 Alpine Trial
to have better hill climbing ratios. These four-speed “London to
Edinburghs” gained the added title of Colonial or Continental.
Selling my 1920 Ghost and trading the 1924 model I secured the four speed, which had een fitted in 19 with a torpedo
tourer body by Peels of Brisbane from a large 1913 6-litre sporting
Sunbeam.
Interestingly, while the large Sunbeam had been delivered in Bris ane in ugust 1913, the host had een o test at
Rolls-Royce in Derby the same month, and then sent to British
coachbuilder Connaught for a torpedo tourer body. With war
pending its new London owner quickly made the car available to
the British ar
ce for use y the armed forces.
.
One wonders where it actually saw service, but at one
stage during the campaign its service records indicate it was in
Berlin. If you provided such a vehicle for the war e ort you didn t
get it back after the end of hostilities, and my car was auctioned
by the War Ministry at Earl’s Court on 12 November 1919, and
purchased by a doctor from Chester for £1,880.
By 1928 it had been imported to Sydney, the new owner commissioning a local coachbuilder, Propert’s Body Works, to
build a more modern tourer body.
Records indicate that during the 1930s and ‘40s it would
gain a num er of odies from tourer, to saloon, then modified for
use as a tow truc , then as a shooting ra e, finally ecoming a
mourning coach for a Funeral Home, gaining a late ‘20s Cadillac
body. Its most documented journey with this body was in 1951,
when it participated in a parade in Sydney celebrating the 50th
anniversary of the Federation of Parliament.
After this somewhat chequered career, by the early 1960s
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it had ended up in a rather dilapidated condition in a Western Sydney backyard close to a railway crossing. It was quickly spotted
y an enthusiast, who made an o er to uy it, ut was uic ly
rejected.
Some months later the same enthusiast noticed a story
in the Sydney Morning Herald about a man with the same name
being hit and killed by a train whilst walking across the railway
crossing. A few months passed before he was able to negotiate
the purchase of the Ghost from the man’s widow.
Ironically, at this time I was garaging the same enthusiast’s 4½ litre Bentley, and he took me to look at the bare Ghost
chassis after he had chopped o the old Cadillac ody at the local
tip. Little did I think that some 40 years later I would become the
owner of this rare and very complete Silver Ghost chassis.
By the mid-1960s the car had been purchased by Faris
Palfreyman, a Canberra-based Rolls-Royce collector who had
amassed around 18 Silver Ghosts, some complete, others in chassis form, in a wide range of condition.
Palfreyman had also acquired a large and complete 6-litre
sporting Sunbeam, and in 1966 transferred its body onto the Silver
Ghost. On his passing, the car was left to his grandson, Achalen
Holmes, who subsequently sold it on to Melbourne doctor, Doug
Bristow, during the 1990s.
I felt the only way to treat the Ghost was a complete
ody o restoration the chassis was in generally complete condition, but, like many Silver Ghosts of the same era, had some
smaller detail items either modified or updated over the years.
Despite its rather chequered history, the chassis proved
to be true and straight and undamaged. However, an attempt by
the previous owner to start it by towing prior to my purchase had
resulted in a seized engine and damaged con-rods.
Melbourne Ghost specialist, Robert McDermott, subsequently reconditioned the engine with high-compression alloy pistons, a new camshaft and a new valve train. All other mechanical
14
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components were fully restored.
uch wor on the ody was carried out y Je dwards
at Artisan Coachworks in Melbourne, with timber replacement
where necessary, a new windscreen and door mechanisms, new
timber hood frame, new luggage rack, and considerable attention
to body panels. A replacement bonnet and a set of mudguards by
Jamie Downie at Kustom Garage then completed the picture.
ost of the final detail wor was then completed over
a number of years by Simon Elliott to a very high standard at the
Derby Works.
Given the rarity of the chassis I was determined to ensure
it was as authentic as I could make it, and I was fortunate in 2010
to y to India, and viewed the winning 1913 Spanish rand Pri
Silver Ghost, chassis 2354, a very complete London to Edinburgh
Continental, despite a body change in 1922.
My only regret is the time taken to restore 2583, but the
exercise has been enormously rewarding. Only six London to
Edinburgh Continentals are known to exist today, making it all the
more worthwhile.
Once behind the wheel, the time taken was soon forgotten – the London to Edinburgh Continental is a simply invigorating car to drive and enjoy with the period performance I was
initially hoping for.

15
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Aussie Rules
between the main cities during the heat of the day.
In an attempt to fill some of the large ustralian mar et
which was left after the Holden, Ford Falcon and Chrysler Valiant
had consumed their chunks, some fairly quaint designs were
o ered.
o you remem er the ustin Lancer and orris a or,
which were based upon the Wolseley 1500 and Riley 1.5? The
general excellence of the Morris Minor-based underpinning was
nullified y ill advised styling uir s, and the performance of the
BMC “B” Series engine was strangled by substitution of the SU
carburettor by a Zenith instrument. A good version of the Issigonis
Mini design was sold, the Mini K, with an 1100 cc engine and the
ody refinements which appeared – eventually – on the British
version, but the fairly dreadful Austins Kimberly and Tasman can’t
have helped Leyland Australia, the successor to the British Motor
Corporation’s Australian enterprise. What could have provided a
true rival to the by then “iconic” brands, the Leyland P76, was
dogged by supply and quality issues. Originally a Rover design,
it was a large, if hardly pretty, car, with a 4.4 litre version of the
Rover developed Buick/Oldsmobile V8 engine.
The Chrysler Corporation attempted to compete with
Holden and Ford after the era of the Valiant (the slogan on billboards here was “Move over for the man in the Chrysler Valiant,”
which the irreverent amongst us took to be a comment about the
prevailing driving style, and also the inadequately located rear
axle, which helped the cars to leave the road, along with the glider
trailers they towed, with a large Mitsubishi V6 design unique to the
ustralian mar et, ut, after a large financial hit, this disappeared.

Have you heard about the Australian who bought an Alvis? It
needed servicing every thousand miles, but he lived on a sheep
station, five hundred miles from the service depot. The story
is possibly apocryphal, but it does illustrate the vast, dusty, and
potentially inhospitable distances which prevail across the Tasman
and eyond the tra c ams of the ma or cities.
From the earliest days of motoring, a large proportion of
ustralian content in the final automotive product was encouraged
by the Australian Government, and many coach-building companies
ourished. Rolls Royce and au hall had ma or mar ets in
Australia, but European marques were an important component,
possibly supplying cars and machinery by a barter system for
Australian produce, rather than cash. American designs, with the
prairies perhaps in mind, had more in common with Australian
conditions, and, gradually, the majority of coachwork designs
resembled American, rather than European, prototypes.
Before the Great Depression bit in the early 1930s
olden were producing odies for many di erent mar ues, with
an ustralian avour evident in Chrysler Corporation, ord otor
Company, and General Motors products, and General Motors
bought Holden in 1931.
In 19 the first oldens appeared, ased upon an unused
Chevrolet project, and established a tradition of an unstressed and
reliable six-cylinder engine design, gradually increased in size
from the original 2.2 litres. The contemporary British designs,
which could compete for price, were unable to match the Holden,
and the si cylinder o erings of Chrysler and ord, for the a ility
to soa up the punishment in icted y the tough conditions. ven
Rolls-Royce found that the chassis of the Mark VI and Silver
Dawn needed reinforcement. This was the era of the Redex Trials
around Australia, but the everyday motorist avoided the drive
16

The “Big Two” were a le to o er some awful cars
too. Has anyone else had the unpleasant experience of trying to
persuade the rental Mark 3 Cortina, powered by a small version
of the si cylinder alcon engine, to go around the first corner
encountered after leaving the airport car park? Then there was
the coupé commonly called the “Ford Falcon Heartstop” for its
braking and handling qualities. Ah yes, the Holden Torana, and the
Camira. The former was a sort of stretched Vauxhall Viva, with
enough power delivered by the optional 3.3 litre engine to ensure
that it is now a rare car. Even rarer is the later version, which had
serious quality problems even after the gearbox problems were
cured. The Camira was a version of an o ering y other eneral
Motors arms, Opel and Vauxhall. If your reporter had realised
that the truly awful Chevrolet Cavalier which expired on a very
dar night in Colorado was going to e the asis for the first new
car in the family, he would have saved, uh, quite a lot of grief.
One of the inexplicable quirks of the interest in old cars is
the high regard for, and value placed upon, certain cars. Anyone
who has had the instant ac pain in icted y a olden
s
seats can surely not approach a Monaro with any emotion other
than revulsion, yet they seem to be valued beyond diamonds, and
certainly above a good Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow. Egad!
Much of the following account comes from an article
which the lawyer Doug Young has written for the monthly
magazine of the Vintage Car Club of Queensland. Backed by
several car clubs in Australia, Doug is making submissions to
the Australian government, in an endeavour to have some of the
aspects of taxation law revised.
From 1930, until the introduction of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) in 2000, the Commonwealth Government
taxed many things through a Wholesale Sales Tax (WST). The
WST was introduced to make up for the drop in Customs Duty
receipts, which resulted from Depression-induced reductions in
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imports. In 1979, the government led by the late Malcolm Fraser
set a limit on the value of a car which could be depreciated for tax
purposes. This limit was set at just above the cost of the most
e pensive o erings from ord and olden. The practical e ect
was that it applied only to imported cars, and deprived business
purchasers of the depreciation tax deductions previously available.

taken out of Australia, if, when they are overseas, they are subjected
to any “treatment, repair, renovation, alteration or any other
process”. This applies even if ownership does not change. One
of the many anomalies in the way the GST and LCT are imposed is
that while GST is imposed only on the cost of the repairs and parts
supplied, the LCT is imposed on the restored value of the vehicle.

By early 1986, the WST was 20% for new cars, and that
August the Hawke government imposed a higher rate of 30% for
the component of the price a ove the depreciation limit – the first
luxury car tax.

[Australia is, of course, administered as a Federal country,
meaning that the individual states have a great deal of autonomy.
This means that car inspections are carried out in some states but
not others, and there are regulations for car usage which vary from
state to state. In return for low, or no, registration fee, you may be
restricted to using your car merely on club organised runs, or have
to maintain a logbook. The word Byzantine springs to mind. In
Queensland the various car clubs maintain the Queensland Historic
Motoring Council (Inc), while in Victoria there is the Association
of Motoring Clubs. In 2008, the AOMC made submissions, which
included the following: ED]

By 2000, the Wholesale Sales Tax on cars priced above the
depreciation limit was 45%. In that year, the Howard government
made sweeping changes to the indirect tax system, doing away
with many and replacing them with the Goods and Services Tax, at
a rate of 10% tax imposed at the point of retail sale. However, had
GST been the only tax on new cars priced above the depreciation
limit, the price would have fallen substantially. So, among the
multitude of Bills which made up the GST package was a suite of
4 Bills which included in their title the words “Luxury Car Tax”.
The primary target among of the LCT was new cars (or
new cars resold at a profit within two years , with the imposition of
a 10% GST and LCT at 25%. For imported cars up to 30 years old,
there was the additional Customs (import) duty of 10%.
This is where the trouble began for the old car movement
in Australia. The problem was that the age restriction of new cars
up to two years old was omitted when it came to imported cars.
Cars of any age were caught in the net. So while second hand cars
over 2 years old sold privately within Australia were exempt from
the GST and LCT, cars bought privately overseas and imported
into Australia were subject to both, and, if under 30 years old, until
recently, Customs duty at 10% applied as well. (It is now 5%.)
The ne t significant change in the LCT regime occurred
in 2008, when the Rudd government increased the LCT from 25%
to 33%. The threshold at which the LCT commences is indexed
and is currently $
,13 and $ 5,5 for fuel e cient cars .
Since the 19 0s, the old car movement had enefitted
from the elimination of import (or Customs) duty on vehicles and
parts more than 30 years old. The rationale was, “there were no
commercial or industry implications in the hobby of old vehicle
restoration and maintenance, and that its social and community
value was enhanced y not imposing arriers”.
ther enefits
were that many cottage industries were involved in maintaining
and restoring the country s historic vehicle eet, and, the larger the
eet, the more usiness activity ensues.
owever, this recognition was not re ected in the way
the new GST and LCT legislation was imposed, as they were
framed so as to apply to the importation of vehicles of any age.
For example, a Bugatti from long term Australian ownership
was sold at the Bonhams Monaco sale in May 2016 for €1,058,000
(A$1,488,923.) Rounding up to €1.1m, these are the taxes any
purchaser would have to pay to import the car back into Australia
today. The problem is that that any purchaser who imports the car
to Australia will have paid A$2,184,680.40, but the car is still only
worth €1.1m, or A$1.54m. Compare this with the 5% import
duty for importing old cars into the UK. They want old cars to be
imported because they recognise the value of the restoration and
maintenance industry to the UK economy – currently £5.5 billion
a year. The UK government also does other things to encourage
such vehicles to be regularly used – cars over 30 years old pay no
registration fees, and there is no restriction on their use. Regular
use means more work for the industry.
The LCT also applies to the re-importation of vehicles
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“Unfortunately, and probably due to no more than oversight, the
advent of Luxury Car Tax did not acknowledge this category
of exemption (no Customs duty on cars over 30 years old) and
imposed a barrier to the bringing of historic vehicles to Australia.
Moreover, in the past two or three decades the historic vehicle
eet in this country, once recognised as one of the finest in the
world, with many e amples of the rarest survivors from the first
forty years of motoring history, has been decimated. Hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of early vehicles have been shipped to buyers
from countries with stronger currencies, such as the UK, Europe
and the US. Those local enthusiasts who may have wished to
redress such depredation in a small way have faced prohibitive
cost barriers due to the impact of GST and LCT. LCT does not
apply to domestic sales of old vehicles, its application to imports is
inconsistent and has simply made worse the net losses of our pool
of historic vehicles.
“GST has a similarly inconsistent application to the
historic vehicle hobby. Old cars and parts are bought and
sold between enthusiasts without any GST implication. If the
opportunity or necessity arises to acquire from the international
old car community then GST is imposed. Again the tax system’s
macro policy settings have arbitrarily swept up hobbyists in its
swathe.”
Other impacts include the loss of business activity in the
restoration and maintenance sector, as well as the loss of skills
required for that work. Australia has some world class restoration
facilities – but could have many more were old cars able to be
imported without penalty. Two examples illustrate this. Wolf
Grodd’s Sleeping Beauties restoration facility in Brisbane has
won awards at the World’s premier Concours de Elegance, Pebble
Beach, California. And those who watched the ABC news during
the week would have seen how [the New Zealander] Grant Cowie,
operating from his Up the Creek workshop in Victoria, achieved
a world first using laser mapping and 3 printing to recreate an
engine block for a 1914 GP Delage racer.
The hallmar of an e cient ta is that it can e applied
without creating undue distortions to consumption decisions. The
e ect here, so far as old cars are concerned, is the e act opposite.
The AOMC also highlighted the importance of this issue, saying:
“The local historic vehicle movement represents some 120,000
enthusiasts committed to preserving a part of our heritage by
developing their own skills and techniques and utilising the
specialist resources of a network of suppliers and workshops
throughout metropolitan and regional Australia. The vehicles are
used only very occasionally and in ways that do not contribute to
tra c congestion or environmental damage. They do contri ute
to the colour and variety of our social landscape through their
NZR-R&BC Issue 17-5

rallies and the support they lend to charity and community events.
Some of Australia’s major historic vehicle events have even
attained international stature, such as Adelaide’s Bay to Birdwood.
The annual swap meet in Bendigo is likewise an internationally
recognised event, as well as a major source of regional economic
enefit.
“The impact of LCT on the movement has been to restrict
Australia’s access to the middle and upper strata of old vehicles,
the very ones that we have lost most of in the one way tra c out
of the country. They are also the very ones that act in the same
way as elite athletes do for mainstream participation in sport; they
act as the beacons to inspire and attract new, younger people to the
movement.”
Reviews of and Inquiries into the LCT
There have been many such reviews and inquiries, some devoted
exclusively to the LCT, and others where it was considered in
passing. All have represented an opportunity for the old car
movement to make submissions and be heard.
The main reviews in uiries with dates of final reports
etc shown) have been:
22 July 2008 Report The Hon Steve Bracks (leader) Review of
Australia’s Automotive Industry
August 2008 Senate Standing Committee on Economics Inquiry
Report into proposed increase in the LCT rate from 25% to 33%
December 2009 Australia’s future tax system: Report to the
Treasurer (Henry Review) recommended abolition of the LCT
5 October 2011 Tax Forum, Parliament House. Ken Henry
described the LCT as “truly absurd”
31 March 2014 Productivity Commission Inquiry Report into
Australia’s Automotive Manufacturing Industry – critical of the
LCT and urged reform
March 2015 Treasurer Hockey released the Tax White Paper
Re:Think – Tax Discussion paper. This called for submissions
and was to result in a Green Paper. However, with the change in
leadership from Abbott/Hockey to Turnbull/Morrison the project
has faded away. However, it is telling that one statement in the
paper asserts the LCT does not discriminate against imports.
While that may be so for new cars, it is not true for older cars.
February 2016 Vehicle Emissions Discussion paper
There have also been annual opportunities such as the pre-budget
submissions etc.
Reform opportunities: Opportunities Lost
So far as I can determine, the only submissions that have been made
on behalf of the old car movement about the impact of the LCT
(and GST) occurred in 2008, when the Association of Motoring
Clubs, the Victorian peak body for historic motoring organisations
in that state, made a well reasoned and argued written submission
to the Senate Inquiry referred to above. This was supported at the
public hearings in Adelaide by John Burt, the then president of the
Sporting Car Club of South Australia.
The Inquiry handed down a majority (government) report, and a
dissenting report. Both did agree, however, on the appropriateness of looking into removal of the LCT from cars over 30 years
old. In other words, bipartisan support! The dissenting report also
recommended this be considered by the Henry Inquiry.
The peak national body representing the peak bodies from each
of the States, the AHMF, did make a submission to the Henry
In uiry – ut said nothing a out the LCT, confining its su mission to the way clubs were taxed. One wonders why it was, with
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bipartisan support for reform, that nothing was said. Perhaps it
was, ut I have een una le to find it.
There appears to be nothing further until, in 2016, the Bugatti
Club of Australia raised the issue, with the AHMF, as the minutes
of the August AGM disclose. A timetable was to be established
and the Canberra-based voluntary AHMF lobbyist retained. However, it is unclear what has occurred since.
Meanwhile, however, the Museums and Galleries lobby group
have achieved remarkable success, as on 28 February 2017, laws
were passed which resulted in them being able to import for display purposes only cars over 30 years old without having to pay
customs duty, GST, or LCT.
There was a long campaign beginning in 2011, as in the 201112 Budget, Treasurer Swan announced this would occur. This
was well publicised, and on 24 May 2011, the Director of the
Museum of Australia was questioned about the matter in Senate
Estimates.
In 2013, a decision was made not to proceed, but in 2015, it was
back on the Federal budget agenda and Treasurer Hockey announced this would occur. After another false start, legislation
was introduced and on 28 February 2017, the Tax and Superannuation Laws Amendment (2016 Measures No. 2) Act 15 of 2017
was passed.
This appears to have been an opportunity lost for the old car
movement, as it would have been relatively simple to piggy-back
on the work done by the museum lobby. Because whatever the
ustifications for e empting such vehicles for museum e hi its,
there are far more to justify exempting cars which will be driven.
Museum pieces generate no maintenance or restoration revenue
as they sit, static, for years and often decades. Contrast that with
the work generated were such vehicles to be used on the road.
According to Motoring.com (http://www.motoring.com.au/pushto-abolish-lct-on-classic-cars-106307/) The article goes on to
say Terry Healy wrote to Treasurer Morrison, who “forwarded
Healy’s letter to Treasury’s A/g Division Head, Individuals and
Indirect Tax Division, Murray Crowe, for a response.” Crowe
replied: “The Government appreciates the cultural value that
classic cars can o er to ustralia”.
But then he simply continued by referring to other law changes
largely irrelevant to classic-car LCT, including pending (2018)
changes to the Motor Vehicle Standards Act 1989. Those changes
will permit importation of used vehicles more than 25 years old
without undergoing e pensive modifications under the current
R
S scheme and they also a olish the $1 ,000 tari on privately imported cars less than 12 months old.
MPs James Patterson and John Alexander both responded to
Healy’s letter in the positive, Patterson saying: “You make some
very reasonable points. Personally, I think the rationale for a
luxury car tax at all is weaker than it ever has been, but I see your
point of view that it has particularly negatively a ected classic
car owners”.
Now is certainly the hour for a properly reasoned submission to be
made, as despite no matter how persuasive a lobbyist, there needs
to be documentation on which to base any reform decision.
[We are grateful to Doug Young, and Brian McMillan, the editor
of The Vintage Car, the excellent magazine of the Queensland
Vintage Car Club of Queensland, for their permission to reprint
Doug’s article. Ed.]
Asbestos
[Australia has gone from being one of the world’s main producers
of asbestos, and having the world’s second highest incidence of the
cancer Mesothelioma, to a zero-tolerance regime. The following
article was written by Neil McLean, and we are grateful for his
permission to reprint it. Ed.]
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Our story begins in 2003 when the Australian government issued a
zero-tolerance ban on any and all asbestos products, aimed mainly
at imported Chinese drywall, a problem America also faced at the
time. Fast forward to March 6, 2017 when, without prior warning
to Shipping and Customs agents, let alone to owners, the Australian
Border Force (ABF) began randomly testing all imported collector
cars for asbestos, without any industry consultation, procedures
or practices in place. One of our clients had two cars already
en-route to Australia and so had no choice but to comply. One
was a 1966 Shelby Mustang 350 GT and the second a stock 1966
ustang donor car, found together as “ arn finds” and imported
into Australia for restoration.

cars were then released to the owner.
Total time was two months. Costs including the two removal
experts, two assessors, two mechanics, (twice) the hygienist, plus
the asbestos lab analyses and bulk sample report was approximately
$15,000, not including the damage and cost to replace the seized
parts on oth cars plus the possi ility of fines for non compliance.

Making Rules on the Run
Inspectors were picked from an ABF approved list of asbestos
assessors, none of whom had collector car experience since this
was an all new process.
n B o cer and a representative
of the customs brokers also had to be in attendance while the
owner/importer was required to provide two mechanics, tools,
a oor ac , ac stands, safety clothing and mas s.
ll five
charged by the hour, with the work being done at the customs
wharf. The inspection of the Mustangs took a full 8-hour day
times five people.
The front ra e pads, rear ra e shoes,
exhaust manifold and exhaust pipe gaskets from both cars plus
the add-on A/C compressor from the stock Mustang were all taken
for inspection. Some of the sealer from inside the wheel wells,
around the firewall and the caul ing around the windshield were
also removed for testing. Additionally, samples were cut from the
headliner material, the door frame inner padding, the hood scoop,
the brake air ducts, the windshield washer bag and sample sections
were cut from the wiring loom. As the 350 GT was pushed onto a
hoist the ri ed aluminium oil pan fins were damaged. The pleas
of both mechanics to cease the destructive sample-taking were
ignored y the inspector, the customs agent and the B o cer.
As the day wound down the inspector recommended the removal
of the engine and transmission for disassembly and removal of the
front fenders and doors for further examination. Because of that
day’s interpretation of the regulations, the owner was not allowed
to be at the inspection.
Moving to Plan “B”
uring and after the destructive first inspection, endless e mails
and calls between the customs broker and the ABF, the owner was
able to get both Mustangs taken to a well-respected exotic car
sales and service centre in Sydney. ABF required both a removal
expert and an assessor to supervise the work, a hygienist to test
the air for asbestos (how could I make this up) and two mechanics
in space suits, all to remove a clutch. The caulking around the
windshield, firewall and inner wheel wells was also removed, ut
reason prevailed, and so the engines were not disassembled. Both
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Meanwhile, across the continent
Meanwhile, in Perth, on the other side of Australia, an enthusiast
with a DKW obsession imported a rare 1953 DKW F89, a two
cylinder, 23 hp, 684 cc post-war Germany econo-car built from
1950-54 and based on a pre-war design. Although 60,000 DKW
F89s were built, most were scrapped as the German economy
recovered and much better cars came to market. DKW was
acquired by Mercedes in 1957, sold to Volkswagen-Audi in 1964
and DKW ceased to exist.
The DKW in question was sold new into Portugal, was complete,
relatively rust free and at $7,000 Aus ($5,400 USD) was a very
a orda le and uni ue collector car.
s the third collector car to
e inspected and the first in the Perth area, the owner was luc y.
The as estos inspector was oth reasona le and horrified y the
tale of the two Mustangs imported into Sydney, which had quickly
gone through the collector car community. The initial inspection
found asbestos in the rear brakes, the head and manifold gaskets
and the under-coating in the wheel wells. The car was immediately
impounded and the real problems began.
ABF again changes the rules
The owner re uested that he and a mechanic remove the o ending
material, but this was rejected by the ABF as they were not
“authorized” to enter the “secure” dockside area. ABF insisted
on a professional asbestos remover, but none had vintage car
experience. The owner next asked to attend with the chosen
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asbestos remover but was again denied access to his car. A week
later ABF agreed to the owner’s request to have his mechanic
remove the asbestos, but after completing the paperwork, permits
and an inspection time, ABF decided that removing the parts in
the storage depot might be unsafe and the permit was cancelled.
B first declined and then approved transport to Classic
Gasoline, a collector car service centre in Perth. ABF then again
changed their mind and advised the car could only be moved to
a certified as estos removal centre. fter reali ing there was no
certified as estos removal centre that could do the wor , B
relented and permitted the car to be moved to Classic Gasoline.
Paperwork recommenced, but at the last-minute Quarantine
intervened, advising that the DKW could only be moved after it
had been spray cleaned, but that it could only be spray cleaned
after the asbestos was removed. As the owner wrote, “Catch 22
meets Franz Kafka”.

of finding and replacing the sei ed parts, so almost e ual to the
original $7,000 purchase price. The local ABF did not issue any
fines for the non compliant parts.
The good news is that most new cars, world-wide, were
asbestos free by 1999, but the bad news is that virtually all cars
built before 1999 have asbestos-based components. All imported
cars must obtain an asbestos test for their vehicles BEFORE they
are shipped to ustralia, ut few countries have certified collector
car as estos inspectors. If as estos is identified, it must e removed
efore the vehicle is shipped and owners must confirm the vehicle
is asbestos free. The ABF doesn’t have the time, space and
manpower to inspect every car, but no-one should take the risk of
being caught up in the costs and damage of a random inspection,
the possible seizure and destruction of the car plus the reality of
fines ecause the sei ed parts were not ero as estos compliant.
The Australian Imported Motor Vehicle Industry
Association is lobbying the ABF to standardize a consistent
inspection regime, but the extra red tape, inspection costs and
uncertainty have slowed imports to a crawl. Additionally, the new
rules apply to imports AND exports, which will be another yet-toe defined learning curve
But wait, it gets more complicated

Back to plan “A”
Everyone agreed to go back to plan “A”, a removal time was again
booked only to have someone at ABF again demand the work be
done by an asbestos specialist. After yet more calls, e-mails and
negotiations it was finally agreed that B , the original inspector,
two mechanics from Classic Gasoline and the owner would inspect
the car, agree to the work to be done and the owner and mechanics
would then be allowed to complete the work at dockside. Thanks
to the DKW’s small engine, it was lifted out without a hoist
for disassem ly. fter even more paperwor , B certified the
removed parts and arranged their seizure and destruction. The
additional storage fees were $3,000, the mechanics charged
$1,500 and the shipping agents were another $1,500 plus the cost

If the asbestos-related import/export restrictions were not enough,
the ustralian government is also ramping up e orts to eep what
are descri ed as “culturally significant automo iles” in ustralia
and is considering the seizure of any vehicle deemed to have
been “illegally” exported since 1987. Based on the UNESCO
convention in tra c ing of illicit cultural property, the proposed
legislation would include any vehicle designed by an Australian,
built in Australia, altered in Australia, or strongly associated with
an Australian. To quote from the proposed legislation, “the best
way of promoting the regime would be a couple of high profile
actions for the seizure and return of forfeit cultural material”. If
you have a car with a significant ustralian history, e nervous.
All of this should be a warning of future potential problems for
the collector car community. If there’s a way to go overboard on
regulations, the government, any government, seems to find a way
to make life overtly complicated. While Australia is currently the
epicentre of Monty-Pythonesque import (and export) restrictions,
others will follow. China, for instance, simply forbids the import
of classic cars, Norway wants to eliminate ALL (new and used)
gas and diesel powered cars by 2025, while India and Germany
want to eliminate all new gas and diesel cars by 2030 and France
y 0 0. ur children will live in a very di erent world.

Danish registered 2 Continental by James oung, photographed at Burghley Castle by Russell Browne
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Let’s Get Out There and Enjoy Ourselves While We Still Can
Our New South Wales based member, Keith Wherry,
has sent us these images and captions

Ta en in June 2

7 on the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club’s Round Britain Tour, at Hadrian’s all in the north o England, celebrating
with a glass o bubbles
rom le t to right
ur
2 ilver Ghost ondon to Edinburgh Tourer, chassis 2 33 my wi e arie Harland English members iman
l-Rabea and Jac Henley with his ilver Dawn, chassis
J 7 owned by him or 2 years
ir Julian mith standing with dar
blue shorts ady Beverley mith seated in the bac o their 22 ilver Ghost, chassis 4KG indovers Tourer and their Dunedin
friends Kerryn & Pip Chapman

ir Julian mith at Barnsdale Hall, Rutland
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ater with ilver Ghost

4KG
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Keith

rom le t
22

herry at Burghley House during the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club nnual Rally
with 1912 Silver Ghost, chassis 2133.

arie Harland with 32 33 Gerald Davies rom Botswana and Johan anden Bergh rom Belgium, chairman o the RREC
in ront o a Phantom
loaned by the Company or their tour
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Let’s Get Out There and Enjoy Ourselves While We Still Can
Most of these enthusiasts and cars are with us only in our memories

John King took this photograph of the late Michael Haggitt and his 3 litre, chassis 1063, at Ruapuna Speedway in the late 1960s.

t
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il ord ound during the 72 intage Car Club o New ealand’s nternational Rally, John King photographed Jim ullivan’s 27
4½ litre Bentley, chassis T3
with anden Plas abric coachwor and Barry Goodman’s 3 litre, chassis
, originally a long
wheelbase tourer by Cadogan. The car on the left is a Lagonda.
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Fear and Loathing in the Testing Station
by Kevin Beesley
Reprinted from October 2016 “Phoenix” with thanks to the Author and Editor

This country garage still exists, at Okains Bay on Banks Peninsula. With luck, there will be a sympathetic and knowledgeable
mechanic there too.

It’s irrational, I know, but I have an inherent dislike of testing stations.
This is quite unreasonable, as experiences I have had at
these establishments on various occasions over recent years have
shown the service to be good, the people friendly and the WoF process to e relatively stress free and e cient. I commend T
to anyone.
But, try as I might, I can t sha e o an unpleasant feeling
of unease when I have to go there.
My problem goes back many years to the time when the
land was subject to all manner of Gummint controls applied by
those who apparently took their cues from somewhere east of the
Iron Curtain. In those days Government owned Testing Stations
were the only places you could go for a warrant.
As a callow and impecunious youth earning £7 10s per
week, running a motor car wasn’t easy, and the six monthly trip
to the Testing Station was always a matter of concern. Rejection
usually meant expense, and rejection was not uncommon, given
the age and condition of the vehicles I could a ord.
The experience was invariably the same. On the due
day, normally a Saturday so I didn t have to ta e time o wor ,
I’d drive to the station and join the queue waiting their turn. The
queue wasn’t usually all that long, but there wasn’t really any need
for a queue at all. The thing was, seemingly no matter the time of
day the testing sta , as li ely as not surly, middle aged men with
English Midlands accents, would be on tea break, sitting outside
smoking if it were sunny, sitting inside smoking if it were wet.
“Customer” and “service” were foreign concepts.
Eventually, the interminable tea break over, my turn
would come, and one of these surly characters would take over my
car, crash it into gear and thump it onto the brake testing machine.
Then, over the pit, where a multitude of di erent persons would
each attend to one aspect of the test. The fellow down the pit
had nothing to do with anything above it; those above the pit had
nothing to do with anything below. The man who checked your
indicators was not necessarily the same one who tested the horn,
and these tasks were not seemingly interchangeable. And if the
guy who set up and positioned the cross hairs to check your headlamp adjustment wasn’t there, well, everything stopped, and the
equipment remained idle until he returned from wherever it was he
had been. Doors would be slammed, jacks would be banged up
24

and down, and spanners would be clanged against the undersides,
ostensibly testing for rust, all with no regard to any paint you may
have wished to protect. The only time anyone smiled was when
telling you there was something wrong.
There was always something wrong! Minor things like a
lazy bulb connection or adjustment that needed nipping up. You
usually weren t allowed to fi these on the spot instead, after your
inspection you drove around the ac , fi ed the pro lem, then
entered the recheck queue. Sometimes major things like tyres,
which meant reasonable expense, or borrowing a better tyre from
your mate just for recheck purposes.
Or failed brakes;
they were my ma or pro lem.
y 193 S
au hall had terrile ra es. Just how eneral otors managed to stu up such
well nown technology never ceased to ama e me. The S
brake design was abysmal – an unholy amalgam of cables that
would stretch, and conduits the cables would freeze in, springs that
pulled on, springs that pulled o , and ad usters that either stripped
or seized up, or both – a lesson in mediocrity. Despite all this,
with a bit of experience the brakes were generally adequate for the
speeds we then drove at, and the conditions we drove under.
Except for that wet winter’s morning when, try as I might,
I could not bring the car to a halt in front of the Harbour Bridge
Toll Booths. The car slowed but would not stop, so I lined up a
booth where I judged the car already in it would have paid and be
pulling out just before I arrived. It was close, but I slightly misjudged. The car only began pulling out as I came in, so I thumped
his rear just as he accelerated away. I think he was momentarily
pleased with his surprising acceleration, until he fully realised the
cause of it. He then didn’t look pleased at all, but with the traffic coming up ehind couldn t do much a out it e cept cast rude
gestures in my direction. Meanwhile, I sailed slowly through the
booth, passing on my money as I did so, something I was rather
adept at given the di culty I had in stopping the au hall at any
given fi ed point.
So, getting a warrant wasn’t easy. Sometimes I’d get
through, but in standard form the Vauxhall’s registration on the
brake testing machine was always poor. However, I learned a
trick. As part of the abysmal design the brake shoes were attached
to the backing plate by cap headed springs. Judicious removal
of some of these springs allowed the shoes to move and wrap on
with increasing severity as pressure was applied. I couldn’t drive
far like this – it was too vicious, but it sure showed up well on the
ra e testing machine I d pull the springs o at home, drive cautiously to the Testing Station, hand over to the man to run across
the brake machine and bingo! Warrant assured. One time the
tester thumped the ra es rather too firmly, and the vicious gra of
the wrapping e ect caused the car to ump right out of the rollers.
I got the warrant.
With new warrant on the screen, I’d drive the car cautiously home and replace the shoe fi ing springs. Bra es ac to
their mediocre norm. It was a lot of fiddly wor and not much
fun, and then, si months later the stress and the e ort all over
again.
Nowadays, getting WoFs for my old cars through helpful and sympathetic local private enterprise is a pleasure. The
personnel involved appreciate my vehicles for what they are, and
o er advice and assistance to get me successfully through the process.
Ah yes, they were not the good old days, and I do not
mourn the passing of the old Government WoF testing regime.
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The Future of Luxury - an Interview with Stefan Sielaff, Bentley’s Design Director
Stefan Siela , Bentley irector of esign, discusses the future of
luxury design, evolving customer demands and the models which
define Bentley.
e t e des
de es t e ra d for ou a d o does
this inform what you’re thinking about next?
Talking as a designer, the Bentley which made the most innovative
statement of its time is the Mulliner R-Type Continental from 1952.
The surfaces of this model feature sharp lines against positive and
negative curvature – permitted by traditional yet more time consuming production methods. This
will find its way into future
Bentleys, but with lightweight, modern treatment.
That’s before we even talk about the proportions forming the basis
for our current model range. The striking power line, muscular
rear haunches and swooping, fast roof line – we will continue to be
inspired by these proportions in the future.
Do you have any guiding principles?
As a custodian of a British brand with such an extensive heritage, it
is my role to push the design language into the future. To do this
I am convinced we need the help of more three-dimensional design
and form language. We always need one ingredient in the design
language of Bentley, and this is elegance. So whatever we do, we
push our design language into a new dimension with the help of
elegance.
What does the future of luxury design mean to you?
The future of luxury design is rather complex because customers are demonstrating new requirements. We cannot only talk about a
sculptural exterior and a functional interior. We have to integrate new technologies. I believe very strongly you can only more forward
in design and aesthetic with a big input from technology.
Where do you think automotive trends are going? Both in terms of the design and how people use cars?
Society is changing. I think in the next 20 years the automotive industry will see seismic changes. Three quarters of the human population is going to live in mega cities, so the ow of tra c has to e di erent. In these megacities we are going to lose a very individual
relationship of driving your own car. I think it’s more than a question of autonomous moving vehicles, I think it will require swarm
intelligence to maintain tra c ow. I am also sure that there will e lu ury vehicles – however we may need to redefine what lu ury
means. Luxury could mean being a member of an exclusive club which has access to a fast lane – time being the most precious commodity. In the countryside, in the mountains, there you may have this personal experience of freedom in your car, but in the megacities
this will change.
Where do you see automotive material trends changing?
There will always be an audience for luxury cars. Of this I am convinced. There will always be people who want an individual statement about themselves embodied in their car. Nevertheless, a lot of things will change. The customer of the future may ask for vegan
materials – ecological, sustainable trends. This is why we are looking into developing materials like protein leather – or luxurious
textiles – it is why we are experimenting with stone veneers, and OLED screens. There will be a mixture of technology and aesthetic
in the future.
te an iela still regards John Blatchley’s immortal R Type Continental as the company’s benchmar
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The Bentley Boys’ Links with New Zealand
single-seater racing body, and he won at Muriwai Beach racing
with it in 1935. He sold the Mercedes, replacing it with a Hudson
Terraplane coupé, racing it in the “Standard” class at Muruwai.
The Mercedes was stored with Thomson & Taylor at Brooklands
during the war, went to America, where owners included the singer Roy Orbison, and has been restored to its Vanden Plas form for
its current competition career, based in Germany. The DH60 has
been restored at Mandeville, near Gore, and is back in the Kidston
family’s ownership. Simon Kidston, Home’s son, is active in motoring circles in Europe, and recently bought our Melbourne-based
occasional participant Bob King’s Type 35 Bugatti, which had
been owned by Glen Kidston.
Home Kidston’s subsequent naval career included commanding a Motor Torpedo Boat squadron, service aboard HMS
Kelly under Lord Louis Mountbatten, and command of a Royal
Navy destroyer. His motoring enthusiasm continued into his 80s.
Some of the information for this piece came from an article by Mick Walsh, from the January 2011 issue of Classis &
Sportscar magazine.

During our club’s 2015 Annual General Meeting Weekend in Masterton, Peter and Mary Morelli went in their supercharged Bentley for co ee in reytown.
hen they emerged, three ladies
were showing great interest in the car, and one of them said that
her mother s first hus and was Jac unfee 190 5 , one of the
“Bentley Boys” along with his brother Clive, who was killed at
Brooklands in his Bentley in a particularly nasty accident in September 1932.
And there’s another; one of the most dashing of the
“Boys” was Lieutenant-Commander Glen Kidston, RN (18991931), scion of a Scottish family with steel-making, ship-building, and banking interests. Glen’s younger brother was Home
(pronounced “Hume”) Kidston (1910-95), who was the pilot of
the Supermarine Walrus amphibian aeroplane carried aboard HMS
Dunedin during her time on the New Zealand Station in the 1930s.
Dunedin assisted with the relief of Napier after the 1931 earthquake, and your editor’s father undertook sea training as part of
his Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve service in 1935, when Dunedin
went half way across the Tasman Sea and returned to Wellington.
Dad wrongly thought that the pilot was Glen Kidston.
Sub-Lieutenant Kidston brought with him to New Zealand his 36/220 Mercedes-Benz racing car, a Vosper “Jolly” speedoat, and a de avilland ipsy oth
0, specially modified
for racing in the 1931 King’s Cup. His driving style was uncomn Inspector Jones of the Auckland Popromising. He noted,
lice used to sit by the roadside with a tin of 50 Players cigarettes,
waiting for me to pass so that he could catch me speeding. I tried
to break the Auckland-to-Wellington record several times, but he
never caught me. The supercharger only came in when you put
your foot down hard, but when you did this for any length of time,
the sparking plugs used to become incandescent. Great fun on the
whole...
Kidston was involved in a serious accident, which damaged his passenger, him, and his Mercedes. It was rebuilt with a
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Home Kidston’s DH60, the Mercedes-Benz 36/220 before and
after its road accident, and in its single-seater form.
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Smart, Quick & Friendly

SERVICE IN THE CITY

Tuning multiple carburettors

Bentley and Rolls Royce service has
always been a part of our operation
but we have recognised the need to
create a dedicated service department
for those vehicles that cannot be
provided for by mainstream
operators or your corner garage.

and servicing points-type ignitions
are outside the scope of today’s
technicians but are everyday practice
for our mechanics.

S E RV I C E C E N T R E
www.autorestorations.co.nz

Electronic-era cars are catered for as
well with our new Texa diagnostic tool
helping with the servicing of these vehicles.

dvertisement from
rom Auto
uto Restorations
7-2
Advertisement
Restorations as
as in
in 17-2

AUTO RESTORATIONS SERVICE CENTRE is centrally located for your easy access at 52-64 Stewart St, Christchurch 8011.
For more information on servicing call Richard on (03)366 9988 ext.114 or email: service@autorestorations.co.nz
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DAWN
A striking, seductive encounter

The new Dawn has arrived - a Rolls-Royce like no other.
A striking true four seater, it captures the exhilaration of
open-top driving with an interior crafted in anticipation
of unforgettable moments between friends.
Anything is possible. Contact us to start your journey.

Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Auckland, 11 Great South Road, PO Box 9718, Newmarket, Auckland.
Contact Ruwan Siriwardena +64 21 952 064 | Telephone +64 9 968 7808
Ruwan.Siriwardena@rrmc-auckland.co.nz | www.rolls-roycemotorcars-auckland.co.nz
© Copyright Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Limited 2013. The Rolls-Royce name and logo are registered trademarks.

Club Calendar
NORTHERN REGION

Saturday 17 September – Lunch at Ryders $30 pp The film is the 1959 “School for Scoundrels” with Ian Carmichael, Terry Thomas, Janette Scott
and Alastair Sim. Ice-creams compulsory.
Wednesday 1 to Monday 6 November East Cape Anniversary Tour. Booking essential.
For further information please contact Peter Morelli pnam@ihug.co.nz
Sunday26 November Northern Region AGM Fish Restaurant, The Hilton. More details will follow.
CENTRAL REGION

Events as advised by the Central Region Committee and “Tick of the Clock.”
SOUTHERN REGION

Friday 17 to Sunday 19 November: Our traditional Canterbury Show Weekend Touring Event, this time “The Wet Coat Tour” to Westport
and Reefton, with a side trip to Karamea on Saturday 18 November. With any questions, please contact Keith Hunter at kmacdh@xtra.co.nz
or 021 246 0670, for he is our organiser. The route north will be the Lewis Pass, and the weekend’s run will include Punakaiki and Greymouth, to
traverse Arthur’s Pass. Please book your accommodation, mentioning the club, at the Cosmopolitan Hotel coshotel@xtra.co.nz or (03) 789 6305
for 17 November, and The Lantern Court Motel at Reefton info@lanterncourtmotel.co.nz or (03) 732 8574 for 18 November. Cut-off dates for
bookings are 17 October in Westport, and 1 November in Reefton.
Sunday 28 January 2018: The Southern Region Homestead Run. This popular event has for many years been organised by Martin Vincent, and
this time we will have our picnic at “Seafield”, Pigeon Bay.

COLGRAY MOTORS

Rolls Royce & Bentley Specialists

9B Beatrice Tinsley Crescent, Albany, Auckland

phone/fax: 09 414 1971 mob: 021 643 030 a/h: 09 444 3030
We specialise in the maintenance and care of Rolls-Royce and Bentley Motor Cars: servicing, repairs, overhauls and full restoration of RollsRoyce and Bentley motor vehicles. Our Albany, North Shore workshop is fully equipped to carry out all mechanical, hydraulic, fault finding
and electrical work. Restoration work can be carried out on all exterior and interior surfaces and leather work. Our experienced staff will work
on your vehicle with meticulous care and attention to detail.
New & Secondhand Rolls-Royce and Bentley Parts • Motor Car Sales • Stockists of AutoGlym Car Care Products
Customers & Visitors are always welcome. Friendly Advice Available.

colin@colgray.com

www.colgray.com

Russell Browne sends us some splendid images of events he attends in Britain.
This Rolls-Royce Phantom was photographed at the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Rally at Burghley House in June this year, and the splendidly original Bentley 4½ litre tourer by Gurney Nutting, chassis UK3276, appeared at the Bentley Drivers Club Concours
at Sudeley Castle in Gloucestershire.
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Told you I had a cure for jet lag.
The new Continental GT.

View our striking new model range at Auckland.BentleyMotors.com or call +64 9 360 3200.
Model fuel consumption* – EU Drive Cycle in mpg (l/100 km): Urban 13.0 mpg 21.7 litres /100 km;
Extra Urban 28.5 mpg 9.9 litres /100 km; Combined 19.8 (14.3). CO2 Emissions 333g/km
*Fuel consumption figures subject to Type Approval. The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device
are registered trademarks. © 2016 Bentley Motors Limited. Model shown: Continental GT Convertible.

BENTLEY AUCKLAND

Bruce McIlroy Ad
Half Page

We offer a full White Metal Bearing
and Machining Service which
compliments our engine rebuilds
for early engines.

BRUCE MCILROY LTD
Cnr Racecourse & Alford Forest Roads,
Ashburton, New Zealand
Phone/Fax 03 308 7282
Mobile +64 27 223 1600
Email: bruce.mcilroy@xtra.co.nz

www.bentleyservice.co.nz

MAJESTIC MOTORS LTD

R.M.V.T

www.majesticmotors.co.nz
ian@majesticmotors.co.nz
MAJESTIC
MOTORS
LTD
341 Queen Street Masterton

R.M.V.T

06 370 4614 email:
0274ian@majesticmotors.co.nz
752 713
www.majesticmotors.co.nz

T ra de in an d co mp e tit ive fin an ce ava i la b le. W e ha ve to p q ua l ity v eh ic les fro m lux ury d own war ds.

341 Queen Street, Masterton

Ph 06 370 4614

A/Hrs 0274 752 713

Fax 06 370 8300

Trade in and competitive finance available. We have top quality vehicles from luxury downwards

2004 Rolls Royce Phantom, 6
Speed Auto, 6750cc V12, foot
1990 Bentley
rests, umbrella’s
inTurbo
rearR doors,
Performance & Prestige
Height adjustment,
at an affordableparking
price
control system, remote close on
rear doors, flying lady
disappears on locking car &
much more.

1980
Rolls-Royce Corniche
Convertible
1980
Rolls-Royce Corniche
Convertible

1998 Bentley Azure
Convertible, The best
open top motorcar
1968
Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
Very Tidy Car

To Arrive
1993 Bentley Brooklands Floor shift.

2004 Rolls Royce Phantom, 6 Speed Auto
6750 V12, DVD, foot rests, umbrellas in rear
1986 Rolls Royce Silver Spur.
doors, height adjustment, parking control
system, remote close on rear doors, flying lady
1983
Rolls Royce
Silver
disappears
on looking
car &Spirit.
much more.

1990 Rolls Royce Silver Spur II
6750cc V8, with 3 Speed auto and
cream leather Interior, Picnic
Bentley
Mans 4”
Tables,2001
extra
legArnage
room,Lebeing
Limited edition model with all the very nice
longer
than the Silver Spirit.
special features including NZ Sat Navigation
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2011 Bentley Mulsanne,
As new condition. Only
1998
9000
kms
Bentley
Azuretravelled.
Convertible, the
best open top
motorcar

Other Rolls Royce &
Bentley’s to Arrive
1990 Silver Spur II
1985 Silver Spirit
1968 Silver
Rolls-Royce
Silver
1970
Shadow

Shadow
VeryDismantling:
Tidy Car. Also. 1973
Rolls-Royce
Shadow
1989
Bentley Silver
8 injected

NZ new (frontal damage)
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